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Written by



Darrel Haynes



ACT ONE

INT. BOSS’S OFFICE - DAY



e

Th



MS. MARSDEN, a no nonsense late 40s woman who seems to have a

constant frown on her face, is sitting in her office.

We see two men, who are wearing vaudevillian inspired

clothing that includes bow ties and straw hats, enter.

DARREL is a clean cut late 20s man who currently has a

confident way about him and behind him is his loyal friend

VLAD, a dumpy early 30s man who seems to be a bundle of

energy.

DARREL

Boss! We demand a raise!
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MS. MARSDEN

You’re fired!



Darrel puts on a brave face.

Okay!



DARREL



Darrel leaves and closes the door. Vlad runs into the door

face first. Darrel walks back in pitifully.

DARREL (CONT’D)

Hey Ms. Marsden, so I decided we

don’t need a raise. We’ll just get

back to work.



Ms. Marsden makes no effort to hide her condescendence.

MS. MARSDEN

Um, no you wont. You idiots were

supposed to be here hours ago.

VLAD

We were on strike!



Vlad loses all his confidence.



VLAD (CONT’D)

I might have forgot to tell you

that.

DARREL

You knucklehead!



2.

Darrel raises his backhand as to hit Vlad.

MS. MARSDEN

Just get out of my sight! You’re

fired!
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Okay!



DARREL



Darrel leaves and closes the door.

Vlad runs into the door face first again. He’s now very angry

with the door.

He carefully approaches the door and reaches for the knob.

At that moment Darrel bursts in and the door hits Vlad in the

face once again.
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DARREL (CONT’D)

Excuse me! My friend and myself are

looking for employment. We’ve heard

there might be an opening in the

mailing room.



Ms. Marsden is beyond frustrated.

MS. MARSDEN

Are you serious?



VLAD

Absolutely! I’ve been sorting

letters since I knew mail was a

thing! Which has been a couple of

years now.

MS. MARSDEN

I will never re-hire you losers.

Leave!



Vlad and Darrel begin to sadly walk away, but then they

suddenly turn around with a small bit of hope in their faces.

DARREL

Just to make sure, you said we’re

fired, and not that we’re getting a

huge, well-deserved raise.

MS. MARSDEN

Let’s think about that. Your low

level employees who were three

hours late and you barge in my

office demanding a raise. Yeah,

you’re fired.
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Okay!



DARREL



Darrel leaves and closes the door.
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Vlad stops himself before he runs into the door. He stands

there a moment enjoying his small victory.

GET OUT!!!



MS. MARSDEN



Vlad, frightened, runs into the door hard and falls down. He

then gets up in a hurry and exits.

The Boss takes a sip of her coffee.

MS. MARSDEN (CONT’D)

This coffee’s terrible.



The Boss throws the cup into the trash can.
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EXT. FRONT OF BUILDING - DAY



Vlad and Darrel are sadly sitting on a bench.

Darrel?



Yeah Vlad?



VLAD



DARREL



VLAD

You think it was a bad idea to ask

for a raise on our second day?



DARREL

Don’t be ridiculous. We’re too good

of workers to be paid the peanuts

that they were giving us.

VLAD

Well, that depends. Are the peanuts

salted or roasted?

DARREL

I’ll roast you!



Darrel punches Vlad in the stomach.



DARREL (CONT’D)

I’m tired of getting no respect! Me

and you should be on top! Living

like kings and running this town!

(MORE)
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DARREL (CONT’D)

That all starts with respect and

the only way to get respect is to

have lots of money.
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VLAD

Or we could make a scientific

discovery.

DARREL

Ugh! You’re such a numbskull!

Everybody knows that there’s

nothing else to discover in

Science! Anyway, I have another way

for us to get rich.



Darrel pulls out a lottery ticket.

VLAD

Selling strips of paper?
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DARREL

No! It’s a lottery ticket!

VLAD

A littering ticket?



Vlad takes out a crumpled piece of paper and throws it to the

ground.

DARREL

No, a lottery ticket.



VLAD

You got a loitering ticket?



Vlad jumps out of the way and points to a “no loitering” sign

that was behind him.

DARREL

A lottery ticket, it’s gambling!



VLAD

Oh! I used to gamble in dog races

all the time.



Vlad mischievously takes out two hot dogs and sets them on

the ground.

He takes out a racing ticket, starts cheering, and throws

money on the ground.



Vlad cheers for a bit, but then becomes frustrated as the hot

dogs won’t move.
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DARREL

Never mind! We have to go check

this ticket. You see this is a

great bet because in the lottery

you either have a ticket that wins

or that loses. That’s a fifty

percent chance of winning! Come on!



Vlad rips up his racing ticket.

DARREL (CONT’D)

What’s wrong?

VLAD

Another tie!



INT. MEETING ROOM - NOON
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We see a handful of middle-aged BUSINESSMEN and

BUSINESSWOMEN. CHARLES addresses them.

CHARLES

This is directly from Mr.

Chadsworth. We have to get an

investor today or we’re all fired.

So needless to say, this next

meeting is very important.



Charles looks at everyone who nods their heads confidently.

CHARLES (CONT’D)

Good, now let’s get prepared.



The door opens and everyone stares in confusion as a young

woman strolls in.



JANE is a fast talking charismatic late 20s woman who is

wearing vaudevillian inspired clothing along with a scarf and

elegant sunglasses that rest on her head. She remains

standing while the door closes.

CHARLES (CONT’D)

I thought our meeting was in three

hours.



JANE

Sorry I’m early. Traffic was really

good. It was very go and go.

CHARLES

That’s okay. Um... We can tell you

everything right now.
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There is an awkward silence.

CHARLES (CONT’D)

If you’d like to take a seat.
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JANE

Sorry, I’m just not sure which seat

is mine because I don’t see a

martini on the table.

CHARLES

Oh! Um... We can get you a martini.

Ted! Can you go-JANE

There’s no need. I brought my own.



Jane reaches into her purse and takes out a martini which

impossibly has not spilled at all while inside.
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Jane takes a seat and a businessman makes puts a coaster

under where she is setting the martini on the table.

JANE (CONT’D)

Oh! Thank you!



Jane grabs the coaster and takes a bite of it. She’s eating

it comfortably as if it’s a sandwich.

JANE (CONT’D)

A little rubbery. Must be all

muscle.



Jane reaches into her purse and sprinkles the coaster with a

bottle of salt.

JANE (CONT’D)

Well, I don’t want to be the only

one eating! Dig in!



The Business People look at their coasters and each other.

One Businessman picks up his coaster and a Businesswoman

lightly slaps his hand.

CHARLES

We’ll eat ours later.

JANE

Suit yourself.



Jane finishes eating her coaster, leans back in her chair,

and takes a sip of her martini.
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JANE (CONT’D)

And play ball!

Charles starts a slide show showing the Chadsworth

Pharmaceuticals logo.
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CHARLES

Oh! Here at Chadsworth

Pharmaceuticals we are looking for

investors like you to help go to

the next step of becoming a major

presence in the global market.



Charles picks up a remote and the Chadsworth Corporation logo

appears on the screen.

CHARLES (CONT’D)

This presentation will show you why

you should invest in us today.
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JANE

Oh! So this is all for me to invest

in you?

Yes.



CHARLES



JANE

What a misunderstanding! I thought

this was for you to invest in me! I

could always use more money. Who do

I talk to about that?

CHARLES

That’s not what we do.



JANE

Well, then I’ll find someone who

does do that! I’ll just head up to

the top floor.



Jane exits. Then comes back in and grabs another coaster.

JANE (CONT’D)

For the elevator.



Jane exits.



INT. FANCY WAITING ROOM - MORNING



We see a MARCIA, an early 20s attractive woman who could be a

model, sitting at a desk. Jane enters.



8.

JANE

Are you the big boss here?

MARCIA

No. Do you have an appointment?
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JANE

Yes, I made this part of my

schedule thirty seconds ago. Now

where’s the big boss?

MARCIA

He’s not here unless you have an

appointment.

JANE

I’ve never had an appointment. So

that means he’s never been here at

his own company! What kind of joint

are you running around here?
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MARCIA

No! That’s not... Look, I’m afraid

that you cannot--



Chadsworth, a husky man in his 50s with slicked back hair and

a very expensive looking suit, bursts trough the door.

CHADSWORTH (O.S.)

Marcia! They said an investor is on

their--



Chadsworth immediately attempts to be charming.

CHADSWORTH (CONT’D)

Oh hello! I was just waiting for

you in my office. Come in please.



JANE

Well, I’m glad you finally decided

to come to work today.



Jane enters Chadsworth’s office.



INT. CHADSWORTH’S OFFICE - MORNING



Chadsworth enters to see Jane leaning back in his leather

chair with her feet on his desk. She sips her martini as she

grabs one of his cigars and lights it.

JANE

Nice set up you have here.
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